PAYPIE LAUNCHES ITS LIVE BETA WITH QUICKBOOKS INTEGRATION
VANCOUVER, BC, April 30, 2018 – PayPie announced today that the Beta version of
upcoming fintech blockchain platform was officially launched with a working QuickBooks
Online integration out of the gates. PayPie’s initial credit assessment and financial analytics
insights are live now and available to all small and medium size enterprises (SMEs) using QBO
as their primary accounting solution in the USA, Canada, UK, and Australia.
PayPie is disrupting the way SMEs improve their finances and tackle ongoing cash flow
problems. The platform’s Beta allows businesses to seamlessly connect their QuickBooks Online
accounts to PayPie to have access to a completely automated financial analysis. The platform’s
credit risk algorithm evaluates multiple data points based on the company’s financial history and
harness the power of blockchain technology to assign each business a unique PayPie credit score
for ultimate transparency and reliability. SMEs also receive a complete set of analytics of their
financial performance followed by custom insights on how to improve their finances.
“SMEs have a real need to constantly improve their finances and access affordable financing to
maintain a healthy cash flow, but that’s often a challenge that most businesses struggle to
overcome. By partnering with the fintech powerhouse Intuit to deliver a QuickBooks Online
integration at Beta launch, PayPie instantly enables a service to help millions of QBO users to
achieve a transparent understanding of how to improve their finances while also providing them
with fast and affordable business financing possibilities to come”, said PayPie’s CEO, Nick
Chandi.

The PayPie platform aims to enhance financial opportunities for millions of SMEs worldwide
and to connect them with a multitude of prospective invoice buyers who can make betterinformed decisions on its unique built-in credit risk assessment.
ABOUT PAYPIE
PayPie empowers SMEs to improve their cash flow through prospective access to affordable
business financing, insightful analytics, and credit scoring powered by blockchain technology.
The platform brings ultimate trust and transparency to the fintech scene by introducing its unique
blockchain-powered credit risk assessment based on near real-time business accounting data.
PayPie released its Alpha version in January of 2018 and its Beta version in April of 2018. For
all things PayPie go to https://www.paypie.com/

